PARADISE PATTERNS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
Patterns are like the source code of the Master
Universe. They encapsulate the intent and purpose
of the act of creation, but not the execution.
The execution of a Pattern, from Paradise to the last
Outer Space Zone is largely the jurisdiction of the
Architects of the Master Universe and the Creator Sons.
0:6.10 PATTERN can be projected as material,
spiritual, or mindal, or any combination of these
energies. It can pervade personalities, identities,
entities, or nonliving matter. But pattern is pattern
and remains pattern; only copies are multiplied.
0:6.11 Pattern may configure energy, but it does
not control it. Gravity is the sole control of energymatter. Neither space nor pattern are gravity
responsive, but there is no relationship between
space and pattern; space is neither pattern nor
potential pattern. Pattern is a configuration of
reality which has already paid all gravity debt;
the reality of any pattern consists of its energies,
its mind, spirit, or material components.
0:6.12 In contrast to the aspect of the total,
pattern discloses the individual aspect of
energy and of personality. Personality or
identity forms are patterns resultant from
energy (physical, spiritual, or mindal) but
are not inherent therein. That quality of
energy or of personality by virtue of which
pattern is caused to appear may be
attributed to God — Deity — to Paradise
force endowment, to the coexistence of
personality and power.
0:6.13 Pattern is a master design from which
copies are made. Eternal Paradise is the
absolute of patterns; the Eternal Son is the
pattern personality; the Universal Father is
the direct ancestor-source of both. But Paradise
does not bestow pattern, and the Son cannot
bestow personality.
11:9.5 Paradise is not ancestral to any being
or living entity; it is not a creator. Personality
and mind-spirit relationships are transmissible,
but pattern is not. Patterns are never reflections;
they are duplications — reproductions. Paradise
is the absolute of patterns; Havona is an exhibit
of these potentials in actuality. Source: Urantia Book.

WHAT IS PATTERN?

USES FOR PARADISE PATTERNS
Each Series of Paradise Patterns begins
with a new orientation of the poles with
the Premolition Core as the pivot point,
as represented by the shifting green line.

The first Slice in each new Paradise
Pattern Series is used for building a
Macro Master Universe, shown in green.
Its functionality is different from the
remaining Patterns in the Series since it
acts primarily as a container for the
remaining Patterns of the Series. All other
Patterns of the same Series are contained
and executed within this first Pattern.
The second Slice of a Series is used as the
Pattern for the Central Master Universe
(like the one in which we now exist), which
when completed will become the Macro
Paradise for the Macro Master Universe.

For clarity the amount of pole shift is
greatly exaggerated in this diagram.
In reality each pole shift is of
t
an infinitesimal amount.
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Orientation of the poles

Paradise Pattern Slice

Once the new pole positions are set, the
process for slicing a Series of Paradise
Patterns is repeated.

Pre-Thought Sphere

All Paradise Pattern Slices are
identical in size and method of
extraction, but they differ in
execution because they bisect the
Sphere longitudinally at different
angles. All unused Patterns are
stored until they are needed.

Premolition Core

Below: As the Slices progress
longitudinally around the full
180 degree arc, they form the
Micro Master Universe Patterns
that go with the Master Pattern
of the Macro Master Universe
in that Series.

The Pre-Will of the Father-I AM is
tethered to the center of each disc
or Paradise Pattern and forms the
Primary Premolition Circuit, and it
is through this Circuit that all future
Master Universes including Micro
and Macro Master Universes are both
initiated and powered.

The remaining Patterns of the Series are
used to create Micro Master Universes,
shown in yellow, within the Macro Pattern.
Both Premolition and Pre-Thought are
retained within Unpervaded Space and only
the Premotion plan for this Master Universe
was compressed into Paradise leaving the
Pre-Thought sphere in place. Later the
Father-Infinite will encapsulate the sphere
as shown in the MASTER UNIVERSE CIRCUITS diagram.
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CREATING A NEW SERIES & SLICING A SERIES OF PARADISE PATTERNS

Any consideration of the I AM and the Pre-Thought Sphere can only
offer the most basic overview since even the highest Deities have a
limited understanding of this great Initiator of the Master Universe.

While the uses for Paradise Patterns may
be unlimited we offer the following example
of Pattern usage.
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Top View

These Pattern Slices are all completed
Pre-Motion or before the Father takes
Action and are unaffected by the
emergence of existential reality as they
are part of Pre-Reality.
Each Paradise Pattern Series forms one
unique level, or one complete Macro
Master Universe in the Infinity of Infinities.

The Paradise Patterns for the future are
retained as Premotion slices within the
Pre-Thought Sphere. As the next Paradise
Pattern wil be ready to be used it will be
placed in Unpervaded Space where it will
be mated to its Functional Absolutes prior
to birthing out through the Premolition
Doorway.

Series of Slices
(first Slice
shown in blue)

Co-existent Deity first differentiated within the Pre-Thought Sphere
concomitant with the Premotioning (slicing) of the Paradise Patterns.
This is why full pre-personal, self-identification cannot occur until the
birthing of the completed and combined Subsequent Thought / Cause
as a new I AM, where it is then initiated by the Father-I AM in the Infinitude
thereafter beginning its own self-motion as a Co-equal, Co-existent Deity.

180 degree axial rotation
required to complete a Series.
For clarity the amount of axial rotation for
each Slice is greatly increased in this diagram.

UNIVERSE SYMBOLISM
The Master Universe deploys nearly countless symbols and types, many of which can
be directly observed from within the material realm. There are also other forms of
symbols and typology which can only be discovered through revelation. At the very
root of this approach lies the very simple Macroscopic / Microscopic concept.

The First Outer Space Zone is the next area and level of growth in the Master
Universe plan and design. Our mortal evolutionary lives encapsulate this stage
as infancy. Infancy is defined here as that time from physical birth to the time
the Thought Adjuster arrives as a result of the new human having accomplished
the seven Adjutant Mind Spirits.

THE HUMAN DIMENSION OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE DESIGN

The Second Outer Space Zone is the next area and level of universe growth.
Human life represents this as the stage of childhood. Childhood is defined here
as that period of time starting when the Thought Adjuster arrives and all the way
through the pre-pubescent stage.

HAVONA

The Master Universe is a splendid material creation defined by many layers of Spiritual
Truth. These Spiritual Truths are gradually being uncovered as the Master Universe
evolves towards its destiny of becoming a gigantic Paradise and the centre of the
future Macro Master Universe and the many Micro Master Universes it will contain to
become the creative homes of the new composite I AMs to be created in the far distant
future.
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The Third Outer Space Zone is the next area and level of universe growth.
Human life represents this as the stage of teenhood, the adolescent years, or the
time from the beginning of puberty to the time the physical body ceases growing,
or the onset of adult life.

OSZ 5

The Fourth Outer Space Zone is next and is represented in human life as
adulthood, the time when tansformative growth has stopped and ever deeper
degrees of maturity are accomplished.

The Unviversal Father wishes to reveal Himself to all His creatures, whether spiritual,
morontial or material, through His magnificent creation of the Master Universe and
beyond, but how are we to understand what this mortal-human-finite life represents
on the grandest of scales? What are we humans symbolic of? What great symbolic
mysteries are contained within our material bodies and mortal lives?

The Fi�h Outer Space Zone is the next level of growth in the Master Universe plan
and design. One significant aspect of this level will be the creation of Functional
Absolutes and is symbolized by humans as the marriage of a man and woman.

Let's start at the beginning, the Isle of Paradise and the Central Universe, also known
as the Paradise-Havona system.
The Paradise-Havona system is represented in our mortal human lives as the female
ovum and male sperm, with the ovum representing the female aspect of creation, the
I AM, and the sperm representing the male aspect, the Universal Father. Additionally,
the I AM and ovum = pattern, and the Father and sperm = potential.
The Superuniverse zone is represented biologically as a foetus. This is the embryonic
stage of life and likewise the Superuniverses are the embryonic component of the
Master Universe.

Micro Master Universes is the next level of growth beyond the current Master
Universe. These Micro MUs will be created by new I AMs. These new I AMs will be
created by combining Functional Absolutes (male) with new Paradise Patterns
(female). This is represented in human life and culture as husband and wife
conceiving and giving birth to a new baby and starting a family.
FOETUS
INFANCY
OVUM / SPERM
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(I AM / FATHER
pattern & potential) the Master Universe)
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UNION OF SOULS
SPIRITUAL UNION
(new Macro MU)

A Macro Master Universe is the first Paradise Pattern in a new Pattern Series
and is used as an organisational master pattern for extending creation beyond
the original Master Universe and containing the future Micro Master Universes.
The human analog for this aspect of creation is the profound spiritual union
called the Union of Souls. It is the highest spiritual achievement of two mortals.
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